
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...warm Winter sun. 

Busy times in Cape Town…and that’s the way we definitely want to be. 
 
Teaching this week…Have a Nice Conflict on Thursday and some negotiation coaching on Monday.  Feeding 
back SDI on Wednesday. 
 
Modesty forbids me to talk about sport although I write this before start of play in the Ashes cricket…but we 
live in hope and expectation. 
 
There is no sympathy for those people sweltering in the UK while it’s the middle of Winter in Cape 
Town…although so very cold a Winter. 
 
Nelson Mandela hangs on to life…but none of us are sure whether it’s a wonder of medicine or what the 
Russians did for so long in keeping “dead” presidents alive.  Nonetheless we wish him peace. 
 
The website is delayed…the designer has gone on vacation! 

If you want to get all the tips in one package visit Amazon and put my name in the search box. You complete 
the purchase it is $1.95 for 100 tips or you can buy 500.  Next up will be some short vids for YouTube. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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14th July 2013 

Looking for a new 1TB hard drive for my laptop from the US.  There’s a hybrid Seagate that is both fast and cheap 

and it’s the twin of one I bought last year. 

 

I’m looking at a 9” tablet.  Looks like the Nexus has the best screen for watching vids.  We’ll do some more 

research. 

SAN DIEGO (AP) — School officials say lunchtime dares to drink a weird concoction that included hot sauce, 

carrots, salt and milk likely caused 22 students to get sick at a San Diego elementary school — if all of them were 

actually ill. 

San Diego schools spokesman Jack Brandais says Friday that children at Audubon Elementary dared each other 

to drink from the mixture Thursday. Some reported upset stomachs and nausea afterward. 

Teachers then made a general announcement to see if other students had stomach problems. Brandais says that 

call brought out students "who may not have had problems at all." 

Of the 22 students, 18 were taken to the hospital, and all were later released. 

As a precaution, the school's kitchen, cafeteria and outdoor lunch areas were sanitized overnight. 
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Haircut (2) 

 
I did some research this week into the cost of a haircut in Cape Town and it seems that the price 
varies between R50 and R195. 
 
I know people who have haircuts at both ends of this spectrum and both ends seem more than 
satisfied with the quality.  In terms of price it’s a very different story with customers at the bottom 
end deeply criticial of it costing as much as R50 and others thinking that R195 is perfectly fine 
and they leave a nice tip.  I’m one of those two people and you can guess which end I live at. 
 
The learning point is this...never ever underprice your product through ignorance of the market.  
By all means take a strategic view of pricing in a particular market segment but know your 
customers well and know even better what they’ll pay. 
 
Many sellers underprice their products and customers would readily pay more both at the R50 
end of the market and the R195 end. 
 
Make sure that’s not you. 
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Trust 

I’m having a misunderstanding with a client over invoicing and charges.  We’ve messed up the 
numbers and we’re going to meet this week to sort it out. 
 
It won’t be a problem because I trust the client absolutely and know they’d never rook me. 
 
I hope that they have the same feeling about me. 
 
This shows how easy it is to make deals when trust is at its highest.  Ironically it’s also very easy 
to negotiate with people you don’t trust because in that case you check…and recheck everything. 
 
In my small consultancy I don’t like to do much business with people I don’t trust.  I find it to be an 
essential element in every transaction. 
 
Always  ensure that trust is a major consideration in your profiling of all the people with whom you 
do deals. 
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